Abstract-This paper investigates the use of a spectral variation function to automatically detect acoustic subword boundaries in single digits. The developed algorithm generates subwords for a singledigit recognition system using an RBF neural network.
Introduction
Many speech recognition systems based on pattern recognition approaches use frame -level acoustical information to model speech. Those systems usually have to time-align frame vectors belong to the same sounds in both test and template words before comparison. Traditionally, a dynamic time-warping (DTW) algorithm is needed to perform this task. Use of higher-level segments or subwords can eliminate the alignment problem by presenting acoustically similar parts of speech as a single unit. This approach eliminates any complex computations associated with the DTW algorithm. Automatic decomposition of speech into linguistically defined subwords (phonemes, syllables, etc.) is not always reliable because of the mismatch between the acoustic properties of these subwords and their linguistic descriptions [4] . Alternatively, using acoustically defined subwords can lead to more consistent results [4, 10] . In this paper we investigate the use of an automatic procedure to decompose spoken digits into subwords based on acoustical information contained within the speech signal. The procedure locates the boundaries between subwords by finding the peaks in a function representing the spectral change between consecutive speech frames. Energy parameters derived from a filter bank of Mel-frequency scale [6, 10] are used to model the spectral characteristics of the speech. The results are enhanced further by using zero-crossing rate parameters and some heuristic rules to eliminate excessive segmentation. Vectors representing the Mel-band parameters in each subword are then presented to a Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural network to perform the recognition [3,10]. In Section 2, we describe all stages of the boundaries detection process. In Section 3, we list our experiments 0-7803-5579-2/99/$10.00 0 1999 IEEE 751 followed by the results in Section 4. A discussion of the results is in Section 5.
Boundaries Detection
The automatic detection procedure starts by isolating a sampled speech signal from the surrounding background noise. We used a modified version of the algorithm described by [5] to detect the end points of the spoken digits. This step is very important to reduce the amount of processing time required in subsequent stages. The rest of the algorithm consists of four stages:
Feature Analysis
At this stage, the isolated speech signal is divided into frames of lOms each. Samples in each frame are then multiplied by a Hamming window of 2Oms length. The larger window is chosen to ensure overlapping between frames [6,7]. The speech frames are then analyzed with 512-point FFT. A 20-channel Mel-band filter bank is simulated by averaging spectrum coefficients in each frequency band to cover a range of WKHz. All energy parameters are transformed into a decibel scale of 0-60dB. We refer to the 20-element vector of energy values as a frame vector F. The speech signal S has N frame vectors. 
Spectral Variation Function
The spectral variation values are indications of the degree of distortion between the associated speech signals [4] . High values of a variation function v(n) exhibit a rapid change in the spectra between adjacent frames while low values indicate similar spectrum characteristics. Therefore, edges between different sounds can be located by picking the peaks in the spectral variation function. The spectral variation function v(n) is created by measuring the Euclidean distance [ 1, 7] between consecutive frame vectors F as shown in Fig.1 
The function is then smoothed by splines polynomials to eliminate spurious peaks that may cause false boundaries to be detected. The result, vs(n), is shown in Fig. 1-c. 
waveform
(4 time + A procedure is implemented to search for local maxima in vs(n) and return their time indices in a vector B.
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Boundaries Reduction
The optimal number of subwords D differs in each digit. Nevertheless, by assuming the number of subwords cannot exceed the number of phonemes in a digit, we set the maximum allowed number of subwords to be five
[&IO]. At this stage, some knowledge of the phonetic composition of the vocabulary will be used to enhance the results by merging some subwords and eliminating others to create the final set of subwords. This process employs two facts, ( 1 ) eight digits ("2" to"8", and "0") have one noiselike consonant at either or both ends, (2) nine digits Noiselike sounds can be easily detected using the zerocrossing (ZC) rate of the signal [6, 7, 8] . Therefore, the rate is measured in all frames of the speech signal. The ZC values are then averaged in all frames within each subword. A subword is considered a noiselike sound if (,',,, to ''6" ,, ,, ,, ,, , 8 , 9 , and "oh") are single syllable words.
0-7803-5579-2/99/$10.00 0 1999 IEEE the zero-crossing rate value exceeds a dynamically -set threshold. Since no two noise-like sounds can be adjacent in a single digit, any two or more adjacent noise-like subwords are merged to form one subword. Fig.2-a shows a false boundary that divides the fricative /s/ into two subwords. Fig.2-b shows that the ZC rate in these subwords exceeds the threshold; thus, both subwords can be merged.
A syllable consists of vowel nucleus surrounded by an optional consonant [7] . Vowels have relatively higher energy levels than other sounds such fricatives or nasals. Therefore, the syllable nucleus in a digit can be easily located by finding the subword of the highest energy. The number of subwords in a digit can be reduced to optimal value by limiting the number of subwords surrounding the vowel in the digit. These rules are not strictly applicable in all cases; however, implementing them can remove most false boundaries in a spoken digit.
Subword Vectors
The last stage of this algorithm averages energy coefficients in the same filter bank channel across all frame vectors between two consecutive boundaries. The result is a set of subword vectorsSV.
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Experiments
The digit vectors were used to train an Rl3F neural network for recognition experiments. The RBF network is a pvo-layer structure that can be trained for pattern classification using a clustering technique. An extensive discussion of using RBF network for digit recognition is given by [2, 3, 10] . A database of spoken digits' corpus (TIDIGITS) [9] was used to evaluate the performance of the boundaries detection algorithms. For performance comparison, we recreated a set of experiments used by an early work [2, 10] in which digit vectors were created manually. The set includes 17 speakers (8 males, 9 females) from two American English dialects (Rochester and Pittsburgh). Each speaker has two tokens of each of the eleven digits ('0'-'9', and 'oh'). The total of 374 samples were processed to generate a boundaries' vector and a digit vectors for each digit. A total of 27 experiments were performed. In each, a pair of different speaker sets were chosen arbitrarily. Every pair consists of training and test sets. The sets were chosen to include variable number of speakers, dialects, and To fiuther evaluate the performance of the algorithm, a different set of experiments were performed. This set has 43 speakers (21 males, 22 females) from four dialects (Boston, Philadelphia, Rochester, and Pittsburgh) with total of 946 digits. The set were divided into 36 experiments. As in the previous set, the training sets were chosen to represent a number of speakers ranges from 2 to 10. The test sets contain either 15 or 21 speakers.
Size of Training Set

Results
A visual inspection indicates that most boundaries fall into two sets of locations per digit. One set is usually a subset of the other with one boundary missing. Some digits have uncommon set of boundaries due to either under-segmentation or over-segmentation. Table 1 shows the percentage of digits that fall in each set of boundaries. Table 2 shows the average recognition rate of all experiments with common size of a training set along with the corresponding results obtained from the manual system under the same conditions. 
